Optimisation of a Urea Selective Catalytic Reduction System with a Coated Ceramic Mixing Element
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Abstract

The selective catalytic reduction of NOx emissions to H2O and N2 is a major technology in automotive applications for exhaust gas aftertreatment. In this process, the reactant ammonia (NH3) is produced by injecting AdBlue®. With the help of an SCR catalyst, this NH3 reduces emitted NOx to non-toxic nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O). For the homogenization and evaporation of the urea solution, usually metallic mixing elements are used. The new approach uses a mixing element based on structured porous ceramic with an enlarged surface and a special catalytic coating. The Solar-Institut Jülich and the German Aerospace Centre have developed a manufacturing process to modify and optimise the structure of basic polyurethan foams to achieve a high NH3 conversion rate in combination with adjustable backpressure. The optimised flow dynamics of the exhaust gas and the additional special catalytic coating lead to a high-performance mixing element. As a consequence, the size of the conventional SCR catalyst, which is located downstream of the mixer, can be reduced. This leads to cost-efficient and compact exhaust gas aftertreatment. In this paper the experimental results of the performance analysis of this newly designed porous-ceramic-coated mixing element will be presented.
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I. Introduction

The selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx emissions to H2O and N2 is a major technology in automotive applications for exhaust gas aftertreatment. In this process, the reactant ammonia (NH3) is produced by injecting a liquid water-urea solution (AdBlue®). In a thermal dissociation (Eq. 1.0) 2 and hydrolysis process (Eq. 1.1) 2, the required NH3 is formed.

\[
\text{(NH2)}_2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{NH}_3 + \text{HNCO} \text{(thermal dissociation)} \quad (1.0)
\]

\[
\text{HNCO} + (\text{H}_2\text{O})^* \rightarrow \text{NH}_3 + \text{CO}_2 \text{(hydrolysis)} \quad (1.1)
\]

With the help of an SCR catalyst, this NH3 reduces emitted NOx to non-toxic nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O) e.g. according to Eq. 1.2 2;

\[
4 \text{NO} + \text{O}_2 + 4 \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow 4 \text{N}_2 + 6 \text{H}_2\text{O} \text{(SCR)} \quad (1.2)
\]

The chemical reaction has to be supported by a catalyst in order to accelerate the hydrolysis reaction and to avoid the production of solid polymerization products with high thermal stability from the acid component HNCO 3,4. The catalyst for the hydrolysis reaction can be integrated in the SCR catalyst or synthesized as a single component with an additional SCR catalyst.

According to the state of the art, the atomization of the injected urea solution is improved by increasing the pressure of the AdBlue® injection to achieve adequate distribution and rapid formation of NH3. Such low-cost pulsed pressurised atomizer systems need a static mixing element in front of the SCR catalyst for effective distribution of the reactant concentration in the inflow of the SCR catalyst5. For the homogeneous nebulization and complete evaporation of the urea solution, usually metallic mixing elements are used 6. These systems need a large volume for all their required components, especially the SCR catalyst, and are very expensive. In these applications, the mixing elements act only as a mixer.

An overview of the classic SCR system can be seen in Fig. 17. The new approach presented in this paper uses a mixing element based on structured porous ceramic with an enlarged surface and a special catalytic coating. A structured porous ceramic offers in this way a high specific surface which is needed for the functionality as a catalyst. The catalytic coating is applied to accelerate the hydrolysis reaction (Eq. 1.1) and to achieve a high NH3 conversion rate. The body material of the mixing element is made of clay-based porous ceramic which is manufactured from blanked polyurethane foam in the Schwartzwalder process. The Solar-Institut Jülich and the German Aerospace Center have developed a manufacturing process to modify and optimise the structure of the basic polyurethane foam to achieve the high NH3 conversion rate in combination with adjustable backpressure. The optimised flow
dynamics of the exhaust gas and the additional special catalytic coating lead to a high-performance mixing element. As a consequence, the size of the conventional SCR catalyst or the hydrolysis catalyst, which is located downstream of the mixer, can be reduced (System 1) or replaced (System 2) as shown in Fig. 2.8,9. The mixing element becomes part of the SCR catalyst. This leads to cost reduction and more compact exhaust gas aftertreatment. In this paper the experimental results of the performance analysis of this newly designed selectively coated mixing element made from porous ceramics with hydrolysis catalyst are presented.

II. Materials and Methods

(1) Production of the mixing elements

The process technology for the mixing elements follows the classical replication technique for ceramic foams with some geometric modifications in the basic material 10. The basic material for the mixing element is polyurethane foam which is modified in a special machine, to add holes with inclination. The holes are designed to reduce the backpressure. The inclination of the holes is intended to improve the mixing efficiency. The polyurethane foam is placed in the machine, where it can be perforated as required. The element is fabricated according to the Schwatzwalder process 11 in seven steps, starting from the polyurethane foam, through packing, impregnation with ceramic suspension (SIC), separation of excess suspension, drying, burnout of the polyurethane foam and finally sintering. A detailed description of the production process of the ceramic mixing element can be found in 12,13,14,15. Owing to the different possible combinations of the configuration (numbers of holes, angles and the placement of the holes), a statistical approach for a first small number of mixing elements was chosen. In Fig. 3 the different configurations of the analysed structured-porous ceramic mixing elements are shown. As a reference, a commercial metal mixing element was also tested.

(2) Preparation for testing of the coated mixing elements

The set-up for testing the mixing element is shown in Fig. 4. In contrast to standard SCR systems, which are installed close to the engine, in this test track there is a large distance between the engine and the SCR system.
As a consequence, an additional extra heat source had to be used to compensate for heat losses of the pipes and to reach the same temperature conditions at the injection point as in standard SCR systems. The heat is produced by a special gas preparing system called a soot generator and is placed in the measurement section between engine and SCR system as shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4: Test configuration of the ceramic mixing element as hydrolysiss catalyst.](image)

The soot generator can be programmed to reach different temperature levels at the injection point. Measurement of the chemical composition is placed far away from the point of injection at a point of fully developed flow area of the exhaust line prior to the muffler. For the gas measurement, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is used to measure the NH₃. The engine was a Deutz F4L2011. Based on the engine map, an operation point with high NOₓ emissions was used. All experiments were performed at 1900 rpm and 50 Nm. Before the measurement was started, the engine was driven at operation point “1600 rpm, 25 Nm” to warm up. This process takes about 15 minutes. In the meantime, cooling of the injection nozzle is started. This cooling is realized with an external cooling circuit with an external pump. To get the optimal temperature at the injection point (312 °C), the soot generator is started after reaching the operating point “1900 rpm, 50 Nm”. At 312 °C the FTIR is started and a few minutes later the urea solution can be injected (50 mg/s). For the injection, a De-NOₓ system (Bosch) is used.

![Fig. 5: Experimental set-up for thermal load tests.](image)

### III. Results and Discussion

#### (1) Results for SCR tests

The quality of the hydrolysiss catalyst is based on its NH₃ production rate. For adequate performance of the catalyst, a large specific surface area is needed. This is analyzed analytically with the help of the specific surface of the coating on the ceramic mixing element. To determine the specific surface with the information of the cell density of the ceramic mixing element, an empirical equation from Adler J. was used. To consider the different configurations of the ceramic mixing elements caused by their geometric change, the specific surface of each ceramic mixing element an be calculated. For this calculation, the volume of mixing element without holes and the volume of the hole are needed.
Table 1 shows that the reduction of the specific surface of the mixing elements owing to the holes is minimal. The maximum reduction of specific surface of 6.64% is shown by mixing element M3 (18 holes). Hence, the effect of the holes on the specific surface can be neglected.

Table 1: Specific surface and data for the different mixing elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X1</th>
<th>X2</th>
<th>V_M [m^3]</th>
<th>A_M (1/m)</th>
<th>V_LV [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000151</td>
<td>1106.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.000151</td>
<td>1080.14</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.000151</td>
<td>1058.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.000151</td>
<td>1032.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the metallic mixing element, which was investigated for comparison, an average equilibrium of 43.98 ppm NH₃ in the exhaust gas was measured. The standard deviation for this measurement was ±0.921 ppm.

The results of the experiments show that with different configuration of the geometry of the mixing element different NH₃ concentrations can be achieved in the exhaust gas (Fig. 6.). The highest concentration of NH₃ (155 ppm) was detected for mixing element 8, (without a hole configuration). With regard to the metallic element as a reference probe without coating, the increase in NH₃ for mixing element 8 is evidence of a hydrolysis reaction at the element’s surface. With mixing element 8, 250% more NH₃ could be measured in the exhaust gas with the same amount of injection compared to the reference component. The lowest concentration of NH₃ (127 ppm) was detected for mixing element 1 (M1, six holes in the inner ring with an angle of 60°).

A second key aspect is the backpressure for the different mixing elements. A low backpressure of each exhaust gas component supports the overall performance of the engine. With an increasing number of holes, the backpressure could be reduced to the lowest level for mixing element 3 with 9.7 mbar compared to 19 mbar for the pure foam without any modification, which showed the highest backpressure. It has been established that the influence of the hole angle on the backpressure is not significant. Consequently, the NH₃ conversion and backpressure can be optimized without consideration of the inclination angle. Fig. 7 shows the NH₃ conversion as a function of the backpressure of mixing elements with straight holes. As seen together with Table, modification of the geometry with the addition of holes leads to a lower NH₃ conversion with a strong effect on the backpressure. The optimal performance of low backpressure and improved hydrolysis has to be found.

(2) Results of thermal shock tests

The microscopic examinations of a test element before the thermal stress test showed a typical picture for such SiC quality. Caused by an inhomogeneous wetting, the material shows heterogeneous web beads (Fig. 8, left). Previous damage in the form of cracks can be found (Fig. 8, centre and right).

Fig. 8 shows an examination of a specific crack before and after the thermal shock test. No change of the initial crack could be detected. It can be concluded that no additional damage is caused by the thermal stress test.

Fig. 8: Image of the test body before the stress tests.
IV. Conclusions

A new mixing element to be used in an SCR system is presented in this paper. The mixing element combines the function of the mixing element with the features of a hydrolysis catalyst.

It could be shown that the ceramic mixing component presented in this paper, which has been proposed for a combined mixer/hydrolysis catalyss, is a promising candidate for application. Performance tests demonstrated that the overall performance is significantly improved compared to a standard commercial component. The NH$_3$ conversion rate can be increased significantly with the new mixing element. Furthermore, although the geometry modifications in form of additional holes do not have a marked influence on the reaction surface and do not significantly influence the effect of the catalyst, they do reduce the backpressure of the component. In the end, it is necessary to weigh up whether a slightly improved hydrolysis performance or a low backpressure is of importance for the overall operation of the engine. For this optimization, further experiments have to be done.
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